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Abstract. Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has become a promising technique for blood glucose monitoring. However, an
appropriate model of spectral response in humans is yet to be determined because of the reliability problem. In this study,
48 subjects were recruited. The subjects’ left forearms were scanned using near infrared spectroscopy to obtain NIR spectra.
Simultaneously, a blood sample of glucose was drawn. A new method based on Monte Carlo approach is applied for partial
least squares (PLS), named as PLSMC, is proposed. A large numbers of models are built from calibration subsets which are
randomly selected from the whole calibration set in order to minimize the noises. It is then determining the mean value over
the models with high correlation and small prediction errors. The results show that the method can enhance the stability of PLS
model. Also, the performance of the PLSMC shows more accurate prediction results as compared with conventional PLS.
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1. Introduction
Currently, about 220 million people have diabetes mellitus (DM) worldwide [22,23]. Due to the
world’s increasingly ageing populations, increasingly unhealthy diets, sedentary lifestyles and obesity, it
is estimated that the prevalence of DM will double by 2030 [21,23]. Diabetics need to have their blood
glucose levels closely monitored, with lancing devices, more than three times per day to avoid serious
complications. Nevertheless many people find experiences that involve sharp objects and blood at best
unpleasant. Diabetic patients also frequently suffer pain and are at risk of infection. Thus, the comfort
advantage of a non-invasive technology is easily understood and for this purpose many researchers are
working hard to develop a non-invasive method for blood glucose monitoring [1,8,10,13,17,19]. Indeed,
this will help make monitoring a more pleasant routine, resulting in more accurate administering of DM
drugs and better management of DM.
Many researchers are developing a variety of non-invasive methods that monitor blood glucose [1,
8,10,13,19]. Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has become a promising technique for blood glucose
monitoring among those potential non-invasive approaches. However, an appropriate model of spectral
response in humans is yet to be determined. The key component of NIR spectral quantitative analysis
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is dependent on multivariate calibration methods that require enough and useful calibration spectra and
sufficient spectral data points to allow analytical information to be extracted from spectra accurately.
The quality of a multivariate calibration model mainly depends on the quality of both response and
independent variables. Undoubtedly, partial least squares (PLS) [11,15] is the most common use of
multivariate calibration procedure to build the quantitative model in NIR spectroscopy. It is because
PLS attempts to maximize covariance between the response and independent variables. However, the
performance of the PLS model will be severely deteriorated in the presence of outliers [4,14]. In practice,
analytical data matrix generally includes unexpected experimental errors or measurement noise and
normally contains hundreds of samples in the NIR spectra. Hence, outliers are possibly existed in such
a large data matrix.
The fact that outliers can deteriorate the quantitative model derived from a normal PLS analysis has
motivated the development of algorithms that are less affected by outliers [7,9,16]. These algorithms
should be effective for extraction of data for use in process modeling. Although various PLS methods
[9,12,16] have been developed for the problem of outliers, most of these methods use a single quanti-
tative model to predict the relationship between NIR spectra and blood glucose concentration. A single
prediction model from PLS analysis may underestimate or overemphasize some features and even worse
ignore some important characteristics contained in the largely complex NIR spectra. The prediction re-
sults obtained by a single prediction model may be unstable or correlated with spurious spectral variance
particularly when the training set is comparatively small. In this regard, a new approach to enhance both
stability and performance of PLS prediction model is required.
In this paper, an improved stability and performance of PLS prediction model derived from Monte
Carlo simulation [3,6,18] is presented. Monte Carlo method is used to rate and analyze NIR spectra by
simulating a large number of PLS models from calibration subsets which are randomly selected from
the whole calibration set. The reason is that, comparatively outliers will be significantly less than that
of normal samples, by which the PLS models can minimize the adverse effect caused by the outliers.
It is then determining the mean value over the models with small prediction errors. The advantage of
Monte Carlo method over other techniques increases as the sources of uncertainty increase, it is therefore
suitable for predicting blood glucose concentration since glucose measurement in humans is subject to
a number of confounders. The results show that Monte Carlo method can improve both stability and
performance of PLS prediction model of the NIR spectrometry.
2. Algorithm of PLSMC
In linear least squares model, the prediction y is computed by the equation:
y = Xb + ε, (1)
where X is a n × p matrix contains p dependent variables of n samples, b is a p × 1 vector of regression
coefficients obtained from PLS analysis and ε is the model offset.
In this work, a large number of PLS models with different calibration subsets selected by the Monte
Carlo method are produced. The stability of the corresponding coefficient is calculated by using the
regression coefficients of these models. The procedure has advantages of reducing dependence on sin-
gle model and it can be expected that the stability of the prediction results will be greatly enhanced.
Moreover, the effect of the outlier can be minimized with such a large number of PLS models because
the outliers can deteriorate the prediction errors of the PLS models. Therefore, the PLS models with
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smallest prediction errors are most likely to be assumed as the model without the outliers. Based on this
assumption, a simple criterion is proposed to identify the outliers and the procedures of this approach
can be described as below.
The raw spectra will be randomly divided into 2 parts – calibration set Xc and prediction set Xp.
The prediction set will be used to evaluate the robustness of the prediction model because it will not
involve in training the model. A large number of subset, i.e., 80% of the samples in the calibration set
will randomly select for calibration, and therefore a large number of PLS models are constructed by
using these subsets from the whole calibration set. After that, these PLS models will be validated by the
prediction set, with those provide smallest root mean square error (RMSE) of prediction, i.e., 5% of the
overall models, will be selected and taking the averaged prediction of these models as the final model.
The RMSE is defined as:
RMSE =
√√√√1
k
k∑
i=1
(yi − y˜i,k)2, (2)
where yi and y˜i,k are the measured and predicted concentration of the ith sample and k is the size of
calculation set.
And the averaged PLS prediction model is calculated as:
b¯ = 1
N
N∑
i=1
bi, (3)
where N is the number of 5% of the overall models, bi is the prediction model of the smallest 5% RMSE
of prediction of the overall models.
The main advantage of this approach is to obtain an enough number of PLS models without outliers
for the purpose of outlier detection. Finally, the performance of this averaged PLS model is assessed by
means of the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEp).
3. Materials and methods
We assembled the set of instruments as the ASD LabSpec® NIR spectrometer with internal halogen
light source and optical probe to measure the NIR spectra responses of each subject. The detector used in
the study was graded index InGaAs photodiodes. Figure 1 shows the schematic illustration of apparatus
for obtaining a NIR spectral scan of a left forearm of a person. The absorbance responses of the spectrum
obtained were averaged 10 times for each subject.
Since the colour of skin maybe one of factors that affect the NIR spectroscopy measurement, therefore
in this study, we focused on the East Asia group people that are person of Asian descent to avoid the
different combination of the skin colour, thereby affecting the model validation. In this experiment, all
spectra were collected in the wavelength range 1100–1400 nm for the reason of its deeper penetration
into tissue and the overtone band of glucose. Figure 2 shows an example of the NIR spectra with wave-
length range 1100–1400 nm. Moreover, another reason to choose this wavelength range is that it avoids
the absorption peak of water at around 1440 nm since water is always a critical component for NIR
spectra [2,20,24].
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of apparatus for obtaining a NIR spectral scan of a left forearm. (Colors are visible in the online
version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPE-2011-0507.)
Fig. 2. An example of the measured NIR spectra.
48 adults participated in the study voluntarily. Among them, 23 (47.9%) suffered from DM. For those
suffering from DM, their situation is to some extent well controlled. This is a group of community
subjects and thus this is different from that hospitalization DM subjects whose blood glucose level is
not under controlled. Prior to the data collection, we explained the aim and procedure of the study to the
subjects and obtained their written consent. They were informed that they could withdraw from the study
without penalty. The night before the study, each subject was required to fast for 12 h after dinner (they
were only allowed to drink plain water during the fasting period). Each subject attended our clinic the
next morning for the study. All subjects with DM history were required to have one more blood taking
30 min after they had their breakfast. 2 ml of venous blood were drawn for blood glucose measurement.
The subject’s left forearms (mid-way between the radial side of the first wrist crease and the medial
side of the elbow) were scanned using near infrared spectroscopy to obtain NIR spectra. The study was
approved by the Human Subjects Ethics Committee of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
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4. Results and discussions
There were 37 females and 11 males, with a mean age of 52.44 (SD 13.37). The mean blood glucose
range was 7.89 (SD 3.76). We used NIR spectra (wavelength 1100–1400 nm) and blood glucose levels
(BGL) ranging from 3.7–16.8 mmol/l in this experiment. The total number of samples was 68 and the
data were divided into two sets, one of which (60% of the total number of samples, 40 subjects) was
randomly selected for calibration purposes, in which PLS was performed to maximize the correlation
between the predicted and reference values; the remaining data set (40% of the total number of samples,
28 subjects) was then fitted to the calibration model for prediction. Each time, a subset of calibration
samples (32 out of 40 samples) was taken for training. All the results are averaged over 20 runs.
Firstly, we determine the number of the latent variable (LV) of PLS model because it is an important
parameter in the modeling. Figure 3 shows the variation of RMSEp with the number of LV of the PLSMC
and conventional PLS. In this simulation, 1000 PLS models are built and the optimal 5% of the overall
models (50 models) are selected for the PLSMC. Same calibration sets and prediction sets are used in
both models for the sake of fairness. The figure shows that the RMSEp of PLSMC has a descending trend
with the increase of the number of LV while stabilize after LV larger than 10. On the other hand the
conventional PLS performs worse when the number of LV increases. The results confirmed the use of
Monte Carlo approach for PLS can well perform the conventional PLS. In order to simplify the analysis
and to make the model as fewer complexes as possible, the number of LV will be set equal to 10 for the
following simulations.
Secondly, we determine the number of PLS models for the use of PLSMC which decides the stability
and accuracy of the model. When the number of PLS models is too small, the stability and accuracy of the
model may be affected because it may either overemphasize or underestimate some aspects, and ignore
many important features contained in such a large NIR data set. However, if the number of PLS models is
Fig. 3. Variation of RMSEp with the number of LV.
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too large, uninformative features may be contained in the model and even worsen the prediction result.
Hence, the variation of the RMSEp of the number of PLS models is investigated. Figure 4 shows the
RMSEp obtained with various number of PLS models from 20 to 80,000. For each simulation, 5% of
overall models that provided smallest RMSEp are selected and averaged the model to develop the PLSMC
model. The number of models selected and the standard error of the RMSEp for the simulation trails are
shown in Table 1. Simulation results shown that, the RMSEp is large for the case of 1 model selected
out of 20 PLS models, then with the number of PLS models increase, the RMSEp becomes smaller. The
RMSEp is steadily saturated at 1000 PLS models with little ripple even for the large number of PLS
models (i.e., 80,000) is calculated. It can be seen that, the fewer the PLS models, the effect of outlier is
Fig. 4. Variation of RMSEp with the number of PLS models.
Table 1
RMSEp and the mean value obtained by various PLS models
No. of PLS models No. of models selected RMSEp (σ)
20 1 3.5759 (0.3663)
40 2 3.5142 (0.4521)
60 3 3.4495 (0.4634)
80 4 3.3882 (0.4834)
100 5 3.3309 (0.3011)
500 25 3.3147 (0.3166)
1000 50 3.2515 (0.4001)
2000 100 3.2449 (0.3122)
5000 250 3.3199 (0.3178)
10,000 500 3.2075 (0.3035)
20,000 1000 3.3713 (0.4290)
80,000 4000 3.3629 (0.4027)
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more significant and thus deteriorated the performance. On the other hand, when too large PLS models
are used, uninformative features will affect the prediction results because it is unavoidable to include
outlier for the calibration sets. Therefore, in this study it is suggested to use 2000 PLS models for the
use of PLSMC.
Finally, a PLSMC model was constructed based on previous findings. The training procedure was
repeated 2000 times, the number of LV will be set equal to 10 and the predictor matrix was obtained
with the mean of the training results. Based on the findings, a model is developed to predict the glucose
value using PLS analysis. The correlation of the calibration set in cross-validation was R = 0.72. To
further determine the accuracy of the estimation of blood glucose level using this model, Clarke Error
Grid Analysis (EGA) was employed [5]. Table 2 shows the comparison between conventional PLS and
PLSMC and the results of PLSMC are shown in Fig. 5. The estimated glucose values were plotted against
the referenced glucose values. 100% of the data points fell within Zone A and Zone B. Moreover, the
Table 2
A comparison of results obtained by PLS and PLSMC
PLS PLSMC
RMSEp 3.06 2.26
R 0.58 0.72
EGA
A 50 49
B 14 19
C 2 0
D 2 0
E 0 0
Fig. 5. Calibration and validation results of Clarke Error Grid Analysis (+ is calibration set and +× is validation set), R = 0.72.
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RMSEp is smaller than the conventional PLS which have 25% improvement. The correlation coefficient
is also have 24% improvement which proven that the Monte Carlo approach can not only stabilize the
conventional PLS model, also improve the performance of the prediction model. The results of these
experiments and field trials support the feasibility of measuring blood glucose level using near infrared
(NIR) spectroscopy.
Though we have developed an improved stability models, we need to interpret the results with caution.
The limitation inherent in the study is the impossibility of using a higher range spectrometer (wavelength
range 2000–2500 nm), which is due to the high temperature generated by the light source. The heat may
cause harm and be intolerable to human subjects. Thus, there is a possibility that we lost the higher
spectra portion for analysis. Moreover, given the low signal to noise ratio, the power of the statistics can
be further improved with a better filtering technique for noise and an increase in sample size.
5. Conclusion
The wavelength selection based on the NIR absorption bands was discussed and selected. We have
presented a new method, Monte Carlo approach, to average the PLS model result, the model provides
stable and accurate results for non-invasive blood glucose estimation. The blood glucose level (BGL)
ranging from 3.7–16.8 mmol/l using PLSMC analysis is presented. The method was found to produce a
model providing accurate and computation for the wide spread of glucose readings in this study.
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